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The large scientific programs that require the computational
power of a vector or pfirailelcomputer consume nany hours of
computer time for bt]6?ircompletion. It is es:ir.atedthat about 15
percent of trliscomputational work is done in scalar mote, and the
scnlar performar)co can ttiercforc be a critical ccmponcnt in tne
,
overall performance of 0 vector or paraiAci processor.
.-..
using 1
heuristic models for both vector anb parallel perfor:,ance,this
paper analyzes the OVerall pt2rft3tVKitIC~Of a SU?(?rCOt$?Ut~ra3 a
function of’Iwth seaiar performance and the fraction of results I
generated in Vecxor W parallel fiode. [
SUI’I14ARY
1. INTRODUCTION i
14henconsidering the use of ? vector or parallel computer. we
must assume a nontrivial amount of campu~aticnai work will be c!cne
in scalar mode, especially In the larg92-9cale.calculationsthat
art? typical of .sCicntificresearch. “AtL03 Aianos Scientific
Laboratory (LASL) to qualify for such a computer, a program must
consume at least ~ne Control Data Corporation (CDC) 76uO hour :er
run and require more than one such run per week. These progra:fis
have evoivcd over many years and become very large, complex and ~~ ~
unstructurc!d. lf’we iook ac a typical subroutine from one of
these codes, we find that th@ Fortran app~ars to be sequential and }
~~o~t~: ~~wanYUse cOuldbe made oftnevector or parallel features !
machines,. These programs were developed On 9@quential _ .!
~-a=Nr.. comput~rs’’iindthe COCWS reflece this. Rewriting a representative
.~o~production program to exploit the potential parallelism in bcth [
;== the algorithms and ttieSupercompucer”s architecture will require
f .
‘=~~ several man-years.g~e Of course. those sections of the program that i




point is that in a typical implcmontatlon of these codes on a I
“ %F vector Coiputer ~8rgC sections of COde constituting a few percent
~S~~--”&f the computational work w1lI continue to .be implemented in 1
- --scalar formulation. 1.. . . #
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During the execution of any given probler,l,production codes
.
will have substantial interaction with the opera,tin~system, if
for no other reason tnan to perform I/U. We have found at L4SL \
that a tvoical tiroductionprogram spends s-15$ of its cGmPute ~ir”e. .
in the bperating system during its executSon. Operating sys~ems
are sequential by nature, so even in the most ide~~is~ic case
where all the algorithms in a code are parallel. scalar moue is
inescapable. Thus, when considering the usage of a vector or
parallel computer,
J
we must assume a nontrivial anouat of F
cor:pu:ational‘workwill be done in scalar mode. These
observations are consistent with Amdahlts finaings [1] that, uncer
the best conditions, 15-31JXof the compute time will be spent in
scalar mode. This paper will address the question of how
important this scalar component is with respect to cvera].1
performance. We will show that it is extremely important.
;,
j
2. A HEURISTIC MODEL OF SCALAR-VECTOR PERFORMANCE P
We now develop a “heuristic model” employing a high level j
of abstraction; although quantitative results may not be precise 4
for particular architectural implementations, tne model gives
}
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We assume a vector start-up time, S, is reouired for each vector i
operation, and that each vector result is generated in time tv,
so the total time to conplete a vector operation of length L
is given by
Tv = s +’M%V
The mean time per vector result i: then
(1)
Tv/L = S/L + tv (2)
We assume a scalar result generation time of t~, and the
fractions of results in vector mode and scalar mode are F and
(1-F), respectively. The time per result in a mixed scalar-
vector calculation is given by
<T> = F*(S/L + tv) + (1-F)%S (3)
and the execution bandwidth, B, in results per unit time is
giv~n by
B= I/<T> =1/(FQ(S/L + tv) + (1-FI%S) “ (4)
Me note that while this is only a heuristic model for
scalar-vector processors in general, it represents nemory-to-
memory (i40!). vector processors quite accura~ely, anQ it can be used
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A strictly scalar processor would h“avesn execution bandwidth
giVen by
B$ = l/ts “ (5)
and the relative performance of a scalar-vector prccessor tc that
of a strictly scalar processor is
R= B/B~ = l/(F*(S/L + tv)/ts + (l-F)) (6)
For a scalar-vector processor operating on infinite-length
vectors at infinite speed (tv = O), eouation (5) becomes
just R = I/(l-F), which is the upper DOUtId tha: can be achieved
by S scalar-vector processor relative to a scalar processor




Figure 1 shows the performance bounds for three different
ratios of scalar performance in tilemachines icing compared. 7he
values on the ordinate are the ratio of the performance of the
scalar-vector machine to the existing scalar r.achinc. The first
aca]~ indicateg thdt both nlachincspcrf’orm scalar QperatiQn3
equally Well. Ilotothat even for ~n Infinitciy fast vector
. processor, the performance gain from 5u$ vector work is at most a
factor of two; the performance gain from “?5%vector work is at
most 8 factor of four; etc. This limitation on the performance
gain is entirely due to the scalar work that rezains after the
time to complete the vector work is set to zero.
The second scale in Figure 1 illustrates the situation where
the scalar speed of the scalar-vector computer is significantly
slower than that of the existing machine. In particular, this
ordinate displays the case where the scalar Rioae of the new
machine is one fourth that of the existing machine. Hote that we
must have 75$ vector results just to !’catchup” with the
performance of tileexisting scalar machine. ilecausewe are also
assuming infinite vector speed, iq a real machine with these
scalar characteristics vector results will have to be somewhat
higher than 752 to “break even.” This illustrates the severe
penalty of incorporating a slow scalar processor into a
scalar-vector architecture.
The third scale in Figure 1 shows the effect of speeding up
the scalar processor in a scalar-vector architecture by a factor
of two. Clearly, the effect of scalar performance on
scalar-vector architecture is profound when the fraction of vector
results is in the ranges noted in Section 1..
..
s. A HEURISTIC NOilELOF SCALAR-PARALLEL PERFOR?4AMCE
The effects of scalar performance on p“araliel architectures
are similar to those derived in Section 2; here” ~’scalar:l
performance is defined to mean strictly sequential performance
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Scalar mode plays a critical role in almost any meaningful
calculation. It is so important that if the scalar performance of
new supercomputcrs cannot at least compete with the scalar mode of
exi5tin& computers, the new machines probably do not warrant
further consideration for procure:nentby users of such machines.
on tne ether hand, if the scalar performance of the r,e”d machines
is at least twice as fast as existin~ machines, then the programs
that qualify can be moved directly to these fiaChlneS with minimal
effort and an immediate increase in throughput xill be realized.
This then allows a gradual modification of these codes to exploit
both parallelism in algorithms and the new hardware.
Because scalar mode is so important, LASL went to great pains
to evaluate the scalar ~erformance of the Cl{AY-l during the 3ix-
month evaluation period. Both the preliminary scalar test and the
final scalar evaluation snowed that the CK.4Y-1 scalar performance
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